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Abstract
A literature review was conducted to examine existing and potential advanced interface
technologies for supervisory control of multiple heterogeneous assets (e.g., UAV swarming) in a
NEO environment. These technologies include behavioural-based interface design approaches,
physiological-based interface design approaches, and multi-agent interface design and
implementation methodologies. The emphasis was on adaptive interfaces and intelligent agent
system technologies. An analysis was conducted to compare differences between requirements
of a NEO complex environment and currently available technologies. A review on design
principles and frameworks for synthetic complex systems was also performed. The results were
summarized with pros and cons of different technologies for interface design purposes.
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Résumé
Une analyse documentaire a été menée pour examiner les technologies d'interface de pointe
existantes et potentielles permettant le contrôle de surveillance de nombreux biens hétérogènes
(p. ex. groupes de VAT) dans un environnement d'opérations réseaucentriques. Ces technologies
comprennent des approches de conception d'interface fondées sur le comportement et sur la
psychologie, ainsi que des méthodes de conception et de mise en œuvre d'interfaces multi-agents.
On a mis l'accent sur des interfaces adaptatives et sur les technologies de systèmes à agent
intelligent, et on a analysé les différences entre les exigences d'un environnement d'opérations
réseaucentriques (NEO) complexe et les technologies actuelles fournies. De plus, on a examiné
les cadres et les principes de conception pour les systèmes complexes synthétiques. On a résumé
les résultats avec les avantages et les désavantages de différentes technologies à des fins de
conception d'interfaces.
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Executive Summary
Network Enabled Operation (NEO) is a fundamental paradigm shift from platform-centric
operations (PCO). NEO is defined as an information superiority-enabled concept of operations
that generates increased combat power by networking sensors, decision makers, and operators.
This entails shared situation awareness, increased speed of command, higher tempo of
operations, increased survivability, and a degree of self-synchronization. NEO translates
information superiority into operational power by effectively linking knowledgeable entities in
the battle space. Consequently, as the number of entities, or systems, in the battle space
increases, the resulting NEO system-of-systems will likely exhibit more complex emergent
behaviour which needs to be properly addressed as we move from PCO to NEO.
Emergent behaviour occurs when a group of entities interacting with each other exhibits
behaviour that cannot be readily predicted. It is termed global emergent behaviour if a small
subset of the entities when separated from the group will not have the same behaviour as they
would have within the group. This is a fundamental characteristic of complex systems and the
possibility of applying complex systems analysis techniques for the solution of military and
public security problems has recently begun to be recognized. It is a well-known occurrence that
large-scale operations fail because the complexity of the interactions in the operations is not well
understood.
To explore and understand complex systems with the context of network-centric warfare,
Defence Research & Development Canada (DRDC) has started a project entitled “Synthetic
Environment Experimentation for NEO of Heterogeneous Assets Using Complex System
Analysis”. The purpose of this project is to develop effective supervisory control concepts of
coalition heterogeneous assets that will aid military and public security operations against
asymmetric threats. In order to do so, a networked synthetic environment needs to be generated
using a NEO approach which combines complex system principles with artificial intelligence
methodologies and intelligent adaptive operator interface technologies. Thus, an operator
interface needs be developed in the complex and synthetic environment to provide decision
making aids and improve situation awareness when operators are overloaded with massive
information.
This research surveyed and synthesized the body of knowledge on principles and best
practices of using complex system analysis approach for operator interface technologies to aid
NEO. To integrate technologies into CF synthetic environments, this work also investigated most
suitable integration components and designed an implementation framework. This report
summarized recently developed theories, frameworks, and best practices for Operator Interface
Technologies for complex systems. By comparing their advantages and disadvantages, it
provides a solid base to synthesize guidance to design operator interfaces for network enabled
operation environments.
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1. Introduction
Automation is defined as the delegation of tasks to machine or computer systems, thus
reducing procedural load and freeing operators from vigilance over routine and tedious tasks
(Berken, et al. 1991). It can also be defined as a device or system that accomplishes (partially or
fully) a function that was previously, or conceivably could be, carried out (partially or fully) by a
human operator (Parasuraman, et al. 2000). The classic aim of automation is to replace human
manual control, planning and problem-solving by automatic devices and computers. However,
even highly automated systems need human beings for supervision, adjustment, maintenance,
expansion and improvement. Therefore, both systems and human factors are important
(Bainbridge, 1983).
With advances in robotics, artificial intelligence, and human-machine interactions, more and
more automatic systems have been applied broadly. One typical technology that has been
introduced and explored actively in the Canadian Forces (CF) is the Uninhabited Aerial Vehicle
(UAV). Due to its rapid deplorability, increased communication and joint operations capability,
and other revolutionary potentials in battle fields, UAV systems became an effective tool for
CF’s command, control, communications, computers, intelligence, surveillance and
reconnaissance (C4ISR) (Edwards, 2004; Gil, et al. 2008; Ruff, et al. 2002). With a greater use
of intelligence in unmanned vehicles in battle fields, these systems can supplement traditional
manned forces as force multipliers. US Congress has mandated that up to one third of future
military systems are unmanned by 2015 (National Research Council 2003). A key benefit of
UAVs is their ability to carry out missions that would endanger human life (e.g., suppression of
enemy air defence or reconnaissance in contaminated areas) (Hou, et al. 2007).
Although the UAV has characteristics of an autonomous system, it works with a remote
control station that is separated from the vehicle and supervised by human operators (Gil, et al.
2008; Manning, et al. 2004; Schulte, et al. 2009; Wilson & Russell, 2007). The functions of the
control station include (1) receiving telemetry data from the UAV through a wireless modem, (2)
processing these data, (3) displaying the UAV’s status, and (4) supervising its navigation at
waypoints. The control station can be put on the ground or on another mobile carrier (e.g.,
ground vehicle, airborne platform, or vessel). A control system has a variety of features and
settings and thus requires an operator to be aware of everything and be able to exercise control
continuously (Powers, et al. 1973; Rouse, et al. 1988). Obviously, such knowledge-intensive
UAV control can generate extremely high workload for an operator. In addition, the situation can
be exacerbated by system-time delays and reduce the operator’s situational awareness due to the
extensive information processing demand. The RQ –1 Predator UAV mishap partially resulted
from losing situational awareness of a fuel problem and finally loss of engine power. Two UAV
pilots became too focused on the rarely encountered severe weather conditions, lost control of
the UAV and were unable to recover (Rogers, 1999; Manning, et al. 2004).
The loss of the Predator UAV indicates that current UAV control stations/interfaces cannot
provide adequate information about the system states as well as operators’ needs due to the
nature of complex and dynamic information management for the UAV control. In order to
increase operators’ situational awareness (Manning, et al. 2004; Guyot & Honiden, 2006) and
thus provide the right information to the right person in the right format at the right time, the
alternative is to employ automated software assistants to take over some of the tasks rather than
having operators do everything themselves. These automation assistants can act as agents to
acquire knowledge about the mission goals, the operator’s goals and states, as well as the
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environmental states. An agent may perform a function automatically, ask permission to act,
provide information, ask for clarification, or relinquish control to operators. Thus, operators can
delegate some responsibilities to these automatic agents and focus exclusively on the crucial
tasks that need human oversight. Agent systems have been widely used in software engineering
and artificial intelligence (AI) fields and an agent-based approach is well suited to assist
operators in complex and dynamic systems. However, there is still no evidence on how much
agents can help operators reduce workload and increase situational awareness and effectiveness.
In addition, how operators react to these various levels of agents/automation to enhance overall
human-machine performance needs to be investigated.
The aim of this paper is to develop an agent-based framework to guide intelligent adaptive
interface design for complex systems (e.g., UAV control station). Through the optimization of
operator-agent interaction, a multiple agent-based interface is expected to increase operators’
situational awareness and reduce workload and thus supports reduced manning and enhanced
performance in complex military systems. Three specific aspects of this research are identified
and examined in detail. First, some commonly used terms are properly defined to clarify
potential confusion with similar terms used in other research areas. The challenges in intelligent
adaptive interface design are also identified. Second, relevant research and empirical
investigations are reviewed in terms of concepts and principles for advanced agent-based
interface design. Finally, a framework is proposed as guidance for interface design based on
intelligent software agent technology, a user-oriented approach, and the proactive use of
automation. Through adaptation, allocation and automation delegation (Miller, 2005; Miller &
Parasuraman, 2007), it is argued that a multiple-agent based architecture increases operators’
situational awareness and facilitates the processes of knowledge acquisition, attention, reasoning,
and decision-making. The framework also provides guidelines for further empirical
investigations on the effect of task complexity, operator workload, and interface intelligence.

2. Method
The approach to the literature review had three steps:
1) Literature search.
Following the development of appropriate search criteria approved by the Scientific Authority (SA)
(e.g., keywords, authors, organizations), the CAE Professional Services (Canada) (CAE PS) team
searched scientific, defence (e.g., Canada, United Kingdom, United States defence and NATO reports),
government (e.g., DRDC Toronto reports and other documentation provided by the SA) and internetbased sources such as Google Scholar for literature pertaining to intelligent adaptive systems;
2) Reduce and collate literature.
In collaboration with the SA, the CAE PS team developed an EndNote x2 database built to classify
references by Levels of technical reports, conference papers, journal papers, book chapters, and books.
The results of the literature search were collated and reduced according to appropriate selection criteria.
The literature search is confined by Network Enabled environments and Complex System Analysis. With
the criteria, any abstract model with many simplifying assumptions is ignored.
Recommendations or guidelines developed from sources involving experimental studies within the
military domain that have been subject to critical peer review were given more prominence in the report
than those that have been developed from more generic, conceptual sources, or that were subject to little
or no peer review. All references were earmarked for inclusion into or exclusion from the final review,
and classified according to area (i.e., conceptual frameworks, analytical techniques, design principles, and
physiological/behaviour-based adaptation).
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3) Development of reporting structure. From the collated literature, a structure was developed for
reporting findings in conjunction with the SA; and,
The literature review was looked at the following:
• Frameworks. This document reviews theoretical frameworks, such as those adopted by the
Cognitive Cockpit, Pilot’s Associate programmes, and the DRDC UAV Interface Design project.
The literature research reviewed, selected and described conceptual frameworks for designing
IASs, including, but not limited to, those described above. In addition, the review also
highlighted important similarities and differences, and advantages and disadvantages, between
the theoretical approaches;
• Agent-based Design Principles. This document reviews approaches to understanding and aiding
human interaction in real-world complex systems from a multi-agent perspective. The literature
research reviewed, selected and described issues relevant to the understanding and interaction
between human and machine agents in the design of IASs (e.g., team work, organisation); and,
• Operator-state Monitoring Approaches. This document reviews techniques for the analysis of the
psychological, physiological and behavioural states of an operator in order to provide
information about the objective and subjective state of an operator within a mission context. As
with knowledge of the external context, information about the internal (i.e., operator) context
provides the basis for an intelligent adaptation of the automation and/or interface to support the
operator to achieve system goals. The literature research reviewed technologies for designing
behaviour-based and physiological-based interface systems, compared differences between
behaviour-based and physiological-based techniques and also identified the benefits of
combining the two techniques.

3. Intelligent Adaptive Interface and Adaptive Intelligent Agents
The maturation of computer, communication, and other advanced technologies has led to increase
automation in nearly all aspects of society. For instance, through the use of AI technology, software
systems are gaining the ability to reason and make decision on their own. This trend has triggered a shift
in the human operator’s role from largely perceptual/motor (e.g., controlling a vehicle by direct
manipulating a stick or wheel) to more cognitive processes (e.g., monitoring, reasoning, judging, and
managing automated or semi-automated system operations). Consequently, the design of effective and
efficient human-machine interfaces becomes ever more critical to overall system performance as both
operators and the system have to adapt the role shifts. However, the requirements imposed by humancomputer interaction (HCI) with such systems exceed the capabilities of conventional interfaces that often
fail to reflect their users’ tasks, goals, plans, and problem domain properly (Bowan & Hodges, 2000;
Sukaviriya 1993; Sutcliffe, et al. 2006). In addition, there is a lack of clarity about what comprises an
interface that can aid users in decision-making and very little guidance on how to evaluate its
effectiveness. This is especially true for complex human-machine systems (Jones, et al. 1995) such as a
UAV control station where information flow is dynamic, operators have excessive workload, and
situational awareness is crucial to accomplish the mission. This section starts by defining two terms:
adaptive intelligent agent (AIA) and intelligent adaptive interface (IAI) in the human-machine interaction
domain, and the differences between human-machine interaction and operator-agent interaction when
using agent technology as a means for the interface design. The challenges for the design of IAIs that
incorporate a variety of AIAs are also discussed.

3.1 Adaptive Intelligent Agent (AIA)
Improvements in AI techniques and the growing need for better interface metaphors have
led to two converging and often conflated areas of research on agents (Lieberman, 2002).
Generally, an agent refers to a representative authorized to act for another. A travel agent makes
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an individual’s vacation plans, and a stockbroker selects an opportune time to purchase a stock
for customers. In software technology, the use of the word “agent” denotes that they can take
action on behalf of a user. Software agents became an active research area since the early 1990s
when the technology has shown promise as an effective computing paradigm to implement
users’ delegations and make the interface an active partner to the users (Shneiderman & Maes,
1997; Grossklags & Schmidt, 2006).
The term “agent” has been used differently in various research communities, but definitions
of agents in the user interface domain are most relevant here, sometimes called “interface agent
(Baylor, et al. 2006; Gómez-Sanz & Garijo, 2000; Laurel, 1990)”. Although there are still
multiple definitions for this (Bradshaw 1997), there is a special kind of agent that share several
common characteristics. As Finin, et al. (1997) and Wooldridge (1999, 2002) identified, their
most prevalent characteristics are adaptation (or reactivity to the changes in users and
environments), autonomy (for taking certain tasks from users), and cooperation (or social ability
among agents themselves), as illustrated in Figure 1. Thus, these three characteristics become the
defining attributes of adaptive intelligent agent (AIA). In the HCI domain, an AIA can be
defined as:
A personification of computer code and algorithms so as to mimic human perception,
cognition, and behaviour to some extent, which can cooperate with other agents, automatically
take actions on the user’s behalf, and adapt to the changes in the user and environment.

Adaptive Intelligent Agent (AIA)
Adaptation

Autonomy

Cooperation

Figure 1. Characteristics of an adaptive intelligent agent (Finn, et al. 1997).

Therefore, an AIA is a software program that exhibits adaptation, autonomy, and
cooperation in accomplishing a task for the user. Although there is argument on the concept of
adaptation (Burgos, et al. 2007), an AIA should be able to adapt autonomously to facilitate the
cooperation between operators and the interface of the system. An AIA can be regarded as a
human operator’s partner that can autonomously take over certain tasks from operators and adapt
itself to the changes in operators and environments.
According to Weld (1995), an intelligent agent is referred to as “an entity capable of
autonomous goal-oriented behavior in some environments, often in the service of larger-scale
goals external to itself.” Haynes, et al. (2008) define intelligent agents as “software programs
designed to act autonomously and adaptively to achieve goals defined by their human developers
or runtime users (the latter can be other intelligent agents).” In the context of UAV control, AIAs
embedded in an operator interface are well suited to taking over some tasks (e.g., monitoring fuel
state or altitude level) delegated from human operators, serving to support the goals of
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optimizing operator-agent interaction in a complex and dynamic environment to maximize
overall performance.
It is noted that using this definition permits a broad range of applications to be classified as
AIAs but excludes many “normal” range of computer programs. Based on these characteristics,
for example, a standard macro would not be classified as an AIA. A macro is usually a small
program embedded within a larger application. As such, macros implement or automate a task
for the user, but they are usually input- and environment-dependent. Any deviation from the
initial inputs or changes to the environment can cause the macro to fail.
3.2 Intelligent Adaptive Interface (IAI)
human-computer interfaces have difficulties in conveying and understanding a large amount
of information required and processed by complex task structures for advanced applications such
as multiple UAV control. It is natural for an operator to ask some “intelligence” for help to
reduce the information processing workload (if some of the advanced technologies such as AI
can be applied in the interface design). Such machine intelligence embedded in user interfaces
aims to improve the efficiency, effectiveness, and naturalness of human-machine interaction by
representing, reasoning, and acting on the models of the user, domain, task, discourse, and media
(Maybury, 1999; Banbury, et al. 2007).
The term “intelligent adaptive interface” (IAI) proposed here is adopted from intelligent
interface concept (Jaquero, et al. 2009; Khoshnevis and Austin, 1987; Lipa, 1999; McTear, 1993;
McTear, 2000; Meyer, et al. 1993; Yoon and Kim, 1996). It is intended to capture the wide range
of issues and methodologies in which some intelligence is applied to user interfaces. Originally,
intelligent interfaces became known as adaptive user interfaces (Abascal, et al., 2008; Benyon
and Murry, 1988, 1993; Browne, et al., 1990; Hancock, 1988; Innocent, 1982; Langley, 1999;
Liu, et al. 2003; Maat & Pantic 2007; Mitrovic, et al., 2007; Norcio & Stanley 1989; Tyler
1990). In the context of human-machine interaction, Powers, et al. (1960) and Sternberg (1996)
defined intelligence as the ability to perceive, understand, reason, and infer the relevant changes
of environments and adapt accordingly. Tomlinson, et al. (2007) define adaptive interfaces as
interfaces that seek to predict what sorts of features would be desirable and that are customizable
by users. Thus, an intelligent interface should be able to tailor some of its parameters to certain
prescribed specifications or convert itself to adjust to changing circumstances, requirements or
needs. In other words, it has adaptive capabilities to the user and environment. Therefore, an IAI
can be defined as:
An operator interface that dynamically changes the display and/or control characteristics of
human-machine systems to adaptively react to external events (mission and operator states) in
real time. (Hou, et al. 2007).
A typical IAI is driven by software agents (automation) that intelligently aid the decisionmaking and action requirements of operators under different levels of workload and task
complexity by presenting the right information or action sequence proposals or performing
actions in the correct format at the right time. Clearly, the emphasis in this definition is on both
intelligence and adaptation.
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3.3 Difference between Human-Human Interaction, Human-Machine Interaction, and
Operator-Agent Interaction
The focus of IAI technology proposed here is the interaction between operators and agents
for better overall performance. To analyze operator-agent interaction, understanding humanmachine and human-human interactions should serve as a starting point because many human
factor issues in these areas have been extensively studied for decades and should be effectively
applied in an IAI design process.
First of all, the differences in their definitions should be reviewed as below.
• Human-Machine Interaction: interplay between a human and a machine that is more than
just a computer, operating in a fairly well-known environment.
• Human-Computer Interaction: interaction between a human and a computer typically in a
sedentary environment.
• Human-Human Interaction: communication between humans where beliefs and trust are
of significant importance as the context changes.
• Operator-Agent Interaction: exchanges between a human and an intelligent agent system
as the context changes.
Table 1. Differences between human-machine and operator-agent interactions
Human-Machine Interaction (HMI)
Operator-Agent Interaction (OAI)
Plans, actions and system states are known
Plans and actions are not known a priori, and
within limits.
may produce unexpected system states.
It is specific, systematic, and often
It is fuzzy and there may be many means to
associated with Standard Operating
achieve the same end.
Procedures.
The human has beliefs (assumptions) about
The operator has beliefs about the agent and
the machine and task. The machine design
task. The agent may have the equivalent beliefs
takes into consideration certain assumptions about the operator and task.
about the human and task.
Typically, trust is binary - the machine
Trust must be built over time because there are
works or does not.
few definite ways to judge whether the agent is
performing well.
Typically, there are two levels of autonomy
There are multiple levels of autonomy.
– completely manual or completely
automatic.
The human knows how the system will
The operator does not necessarily know how
process/display information.
the system will process/display information.
The context is typically static or wellThe context is dynamic and sometimes
defined.
unknown a priori.
From the above definitions, both human-machine interaction and human-computer
interaction typically have static or well-defined context based on the assumptions, rules, and
procedures. The difference between them is subtle except that the former may involve more
direct manipulations than the latter. They are both different from human-human interaction and
operator-agent interaction as the latter is both dynamic and its context is sometimes unknown a
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priori. Although there are some overlaps between human-machine interaction and operator-agent
interaction as agents are usually embedded in a machine, there are still some major differences
between them as highlighted in Table 1.
Because of the differences, existing human-machine interface design standards are probably
still relevant but not sufficient for agent-based IAI system design. If designers are using current
standards to design intelligent agent systems, this may be one reason that users find these
systems frustrating. A fresh look at operator-agent interaction may capture new principles or
guidelines that do not appear in current standards. Thus, there is a strong need to develop
guidelines to meet IAI design challenges.
Second, since the AIAs aim to help users by automatically taking over some tasks and
adapting themselves to the changes in users and the IAI, they should be more human-like and
resemble some human behaviors for effective interaction. Thus, operator-agent interaction
should adopt some human behavior: by its nature, physiological attributes (eye, ears, fingers),
intellectual characteristics (e.g., capacity, recognition, learning, and decision), knowledge basis
(knowing the environment, the system, the task, the user, etc.) and psychological states (e.g.,
concentration, vigilance, fatigue, and patience), as illustrated in Table 2.
Table 2.
Behavior of human-human interaction
Behavior
Component
Observation/Perception Aural, verbal, visual, tactile, force
Communication
Ears, mouth, eyes, fingers, hands
Cognitive Process
Learning, understanding, reasoning, reference, trust
Adaptation
Influencing beliefs, changing behavior
Collaboration
Reduce workload and improve situation awareness
and performance
An example of an agent paradigm resembling cognitive and adaptation processes of human
behavior is the belief-desire-intention (BDI) approach (Bratman, et al. 1988; Georgeff, et al.
2000; Jarvis, et al. 2005; Sudeikat, et al. 2007). An agent’s beliefs refer to the knowledge the
agent has about the world, which may be incomplete or incorrect. An agent’s desires correspond
to the tasks allocated to it. In other words, goals in the system are required to be logically
consistent. However, an agent will not be able to achieve all the system goals even if they are
consistent. An agent must thus fix on some subsets of available desires and commit resources to
achieving them. These chosen desires are then defined as intentions. An agent will typically
continue to achieve an intention until the intention is believed either satisfied or no longer
available (Cohen & Levesque 1990). The key data structure in a BDI model is a plan library,
which is a set of plans for an agent. This set of plans (recipes) specifies courses of action that an
agent may take to achieve its intentions. An agent’s plan library represents its procedural
knowledge about how to produce system states. This approach is referred to as well-known agent
architecture, Procedural Reasoning System (PRS) (Georgeff & Lansky, 1987), in agent
technology although it is not a complete human behavior model from a psychological
perspective.
The BDI agent model only resembles cognitive and adaptation processes of human behavior.
There should be more human-like agents to imitate other human behavior as listed in Table II as
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well. Only when a number of these agents are effectively implemented and deployed in IAIs can
the operator-agent interaction promise better human-machine interaction with more benefits
including:
• More effective interaction – doing the right thing at the right time, tailoring the content
and form of the interaction to the context of users, tasks, system, and communications;
• More efficient interaction – enabling more rapid task completion with less work;
• More natural interaction – supporting spoken, written, and gestural interaction, ideally as
if interacting with a human interlocutor.
Given the knowledge of the difference between human-machine and operator-agent
interactions, the most effective way to design an effective and efficient interface is to incorporate
many proactive and personalized AIAs into an IAI. AIAs can act as partners and take some
responsibilities delegated from operators for optimizing operator-agent interaction naturally and
thus to maximize overall system performance.

4. Current State of IAI Design
The area of IAIs covers a variety of topics concerned with the application of AI and
knowledge-based techniques to issues of human-computer interaction. The main issues
addressed by IAI research are a) making interaction clearer and more efficient; b) supporting
users’ tasks, goals, and plans; c) presenting information effectively; and d) designing and
implementing interfaces effectively (Hook, 2000). To address these issues, this section starts
with a brief introduction to several IAI design approaches, two empirical studies, and the design
challenges.
4.1 Agent-based Interface Design Approaches
For most complex systems (Rouse, et al. 1987; Xiao, et al. 1997) (e.g., multiple UAV
control stations), the interface development requires high skill level and massive time
commitment. Thus, the techniques for interface development were originally developed as
interface design and development environments (Maybury, 1999). These environments are
essentially software components such as windows, menus, and dialogue boxes, e.g., X window,
Open-GL, and Visual Basic. These toolkits support design consistency and enhance
programming productivity via code reuse. Unfortunately, they frequently mix interface code with
application code. To solve this problem, model-based interfaces separate applications into more
layers (i.e., application actions, dialogue control, specifications of presentation and behavior, and
primitive toolkit objects composed by specifications) to support more declarative development.
Model-based systems (e.g., MAYATM) can draw upon automated input analysis and output
generation techniques. In contrast to interface software toolkits, model-based interface
development environments promise automated design critique, refinement and implementation.
However, these design environments neither emphasize human-computer interaction for the
outcome interface, nor provide enough means to facilitate the interaction. On the other hand, an
agent-based interface design approach emphasizes the use of AI techniques embedded in the
interface to create software that performs information filtering and other autonomous tasks for
users. The essential function of embedded automation agents is to act as effective bridges
between a user’s goals and the computer’s capabilities. As the interface metaphor, an agent is
used to make the interface more intuitive and to encourage types of interactions that might be
13

difficult to evoke with an interface developed in a model-based environment. There are many
agent-based techniques to help with interface design in systems engineering and AI fields.
Among them, two design approaches have the potential to provide means to facilitate operatorinterface interaction: Common Knowledge Acquisition and Design Structuring (CommonKADS)
and Explicit Models Design (EMD).
CommonKADS is a methodology promoted by Schreiber, et al. (2000) for developing a
knowledge-based system. It provides guidelines on a methodology to analyze and design before
any code is written. It has a formalized representation of knowledge and an associated inference
mechanism with the capabilities of human activities: diagnosis (Yoon & Hammer, 1988),
planning, and design. A Multi-Agent System extension of the CommonKADS methodology
(MAS-CommonKADS) has been proposed by Iglesias, et al. (1996). It was developed to add
specific agent-related constructs, including those relating to: a) inter-agent communication; b)
the division of tasks among individual agents; and c) the implications for implementation of
multi-agent systems.
Although these two methodologies can offer a framework for approaching the design and
implementation of an agent-based system (e.g., an IAI), they do not provide a means of
identifying and subdividing the knowledge required by IAI systems. In addition, they are
inflexible to represent temporal relationships and constraints among tasks, inferences, and data
flow because they use the Unified Modeling Language (UML) to represent those elements.
Integrated Computer-Aided Manufacturing (ICAM) Definition (IDEF) was developed by the
US Air Force (Lydiard, 1995; Mayer, et al. 1995) to look at methods for analyzing and
improving manufacturing operations. Its elaboration language allows symbolic representations of
complex constraints that cannot be depicted using the schematic language, e.g., UML, alone.
Thus, it permits flexible modeling of temporal concepts and formal logical representations of
process constraints and allows precise specification of event timings and durations.
Consequently, it can solve the above mentioned problem of CommonKADS. Therefore,
integrating the above approaches and combining the strengths of the individual components will
provide an opportunity to form a comprehensive approach for IAI system design.
Another method is the EMD that promises to offer a means of subdividing the content of the
CommonKADS knowledge into five distinct and interacting components: task, user, system,
dialogue, and world (Edwards and Hendy, 2000). By making explicit the knowledge required by
the IAI systems, EMD has the potential to determine the goals a user is trying to achieve, the
plans for achieving those goals and how it can assist the operator most effectively. Challenges
for EMD lie in how to decompose knowledge into the various models and how to co-ordinate the
knowledge among the models to build effective support systems. To tackle these challenges, a
technique called Hierarchical Goal Analysis (HGA) and associated Perception Control Theory
(PCT) provide mechanisms for decomposing user and system goals and recognizing user plans
based on observed actions (Hendy, et al. 2002). Thus, these techniques have been integrated in
EMD for programmatic implementation of the method. Since the details of these techniques are
beyond the scope of this paper, they will not be addressed here.
Besides this, there are other methodologies to address interface design issues such as
Cognitive Task Analysis (Jonassen, et al. 1999; Schraagen, et al. 2000; Kaber, et al. 2006) and
Ecological Interface Design (Burns and Hajdukiewicz, 2004; Jamieson et al., 2007; van Dam, et
al. 2008; Vicente & Rasmussen, 1992). Although they are not formal design environments, they
both have good sets of techniques for constructing safe and reliable interfaces based on the levels
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of cognitive control. However, they still need more research on their strengths and weaknesses as
complete methods on operational or behavior level.
Maat, et al. (2007) proposed Gaze-X: an adaptive, affective, multimodal HCI system in
standard office scenarios. This system is based on the sensing and interpretation of the human
part of a computer’s context. The adaptation of Gaze-X is that the interface changes as a function
of the currently sensed context. This function is represented by the cases of the utilized dynamic
case base, having the system’s and user’s states as the input and the adaptive and user-supportive
changes in the interaction as the output. A usability study conducted in an office scenario
indicates that Gaze-X is perceived as being effective, easy to use, and useful by novice and less
experienced users, as well as being usable and affectively qualitative by all participants in the
study. Gaze-X seems to be very suitable for novel and intermediate computer users but is much
less so for experienced ones. As only one experienced user has participated in the present
usability study, a much more elaborate survey must be conducted with many experienced users if
a firm conclusion is to be made about the ways to make Gaze-X useful and appealing to
experienced ones.
The ISATINE framework for user interface adaptation (López-Jaquero, et al. 2008) was
initially aimed to support more than just the adaptation execution. It decomposed user interface
adaptation into seven stages of adaptation: goals for adaptation, initiative, specification,
application, transition, interpretation, and evaluation. The purpose of each stage was defined and
could be ensured respectively by the user, interactive system, a third party, or any combination of
these entities. It distinguished three forms of coordination: negotiation, delegation and transfer in
the adaptation process.
In the ISATINE framework, the BDI paradigm was applied. A graph transformation system,
consisting of steps of graph transformations, was developed to support the execution of the
adaptation on a graphical user interface (GUI) model. The adaptation process could be initiated
by either the user, system or a third-party. After initiation, a set of adaptation rules that best fit
the current context of use was proposed. It just supported transitions among general adaptations,
since the transitions were generated at run-time on-the-fly. This framework was built on a multiagent architecture including agents to support each stage.
Letsu-Dake and Ntuen (2009) proposed a conceptual model for designing adaptive HCI.
They introduced the living systems theory (LST) as a paradigm for HCI design that could
produce interfaces with self-learning and adaptive capabilities. LST is a kind of biological model
that allows designers to simulate adaptive behaviors of ‘‘intelligent’’ systems. They believe that
an LST framework provides the attribute required to encourage self-organized behaviors during
user interaction with computers. They build a sample interface in the domain of power system
information to demonstrate the efficacy of LST as an adaptive HCI design tool. Letsu-Dake and
Ntuen showed that the application of LST will not only provide a robust framework for
designing HCI, but can also improve the performance of the adaptive processes of the interface
agents.
4.2 User-Centered Design
User-centered or human-centered design was initiated by Norman and Draper (1986) (Karat
1997; Keinonen, 2008; Norman, 2005). “User-centered design tries to optimize the user interface
around how people can, want, or need to work, rather than forcing the users to change how they
work to accommodate the software developers approach” (Wikipedia, 2009).
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A typical representative of this user-centered philosophy is an intelligent interface
architecture proposed by Rouse, et al. (1997). First, the operator state is central to the functioning
of the components of the intelligent interface. The relevant elements include: activities,
awareness, intentions, resources, and performance. The other component is the interface manager
that is similar to an executive’s assistant who zealously guards the superiors’ time and resources.
The user-centered principle is used as a key component in the proposed framework for guiding
interface design. However, the concept of automation used only as a back-up is not applicable
for a dynamic, complex, and interactively networked system such as multiple UAV control.
When dealing with a large amount of information while in complex mission environments, what
an operator really needs for the control of multiple UAVs is to employ automation to help reduce
workload by delegating tasks before anything goes wrong. Otherwise, it may be too late. Thus,
instead of being a backup, automation should act like a partner to proactively prevent anything
from going wrong. Therefore, the operator and the automation will work as a team and share the
responsibilities to maximize overall performance – resembling the behavior of human-human
interaction. In this way, the IAI does not act like a passive “listener” but an active partner and the
operator will not be a passive observer but an active controller. With the agreements on who
does what packed in advance, some tasks will neither be missed nor duplicated.
4.3 Empirical Investigations
Although the theory of IAI has been around since the early 1990’s (Lamberti & Wallace,
1990), there is still a need to verify it because there were only a few empirical investigations on
IAI technologies (Eklund & Sinclair, 2000). Three relevant studies are considered as applications
of IAI technology and reported here.
Bennett, et al. (2001) conducted a preliminary study of a dynamically adaptive interface
(DAI) in the domain of aviation (precision, low-level navigation). A DAI could change display
or control characteristics of a system (or both) in real time. Its goal was to anticipate information
needs of users and provide that information without the requirement of an explicit control input
by users. In this research, three interfaces were evaluated including: standard (conventional
controls and displays), candidate (alternative controls and displays), and adaptive (dynamically
between the standard and candidate displays). The results indicated that significant performance
advantages in the quality of route navigation were obtained with the candidate and adaptive
interfaces relative to the standard one. However, there were no significant differences between
the former two. The implication of this study is that adaptive interfaces have the potential to
improve overall human-machine system performance if they are properly designed. But if
designed improperly, adaptive interfaces have the potential to degrade system performance by
(a) preventing the development of automatic processes in the operator; (b) presenting irrelevant
information; or in the worst-case scenario, (c) eliminating information that is currently needed.
In addition, the other implication of this research raised the issue of the dilemma for automation
and adaptation using IAI technology.
To address the dilemma of automation and adaptation in applying IAI technology, the key
research questions that need to be answered before any interface design are: what can and should
an agent do? Who (which agent) should interact with users? When, where, why, and how should
an agent do it? This is called W5 questions by Duric, et al. (2002) and W5+ by Maat, et al.
(2007). Duric, et al. discussed adaptive intelligent HCI by integrating perceptual and cognitive
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modeling through both theoretical analysis and empirical investigations. Although the research
has shown only the effectiveness of the tools for the interpretation of perceptual processes,
including lower arm movements, facial data processing, eye-gazing tracking, and mouse
gestures, other IAI technologies (i.e., behavioral and cognitive tools) were also advocated in
interface design for intelligent HCI where human cognitive, perceptual, motor, and affective
factors can be modeled and used in the interface to adapt the changes of users. The essence of the
research was to monitor affective or emotional behavior, or non-verbal information to answer
W5 and adapt the display according to user behavior. The method for interface design was more
human-like in which the interface/machine or the embodied agent/automation was regarded as
another human assistant who could monitor perceptual and cognitive states and understand users
as partners or teammates, thus react for better collaboration with better overall results. The idea
was to emphasize the team collaboration, which is true in human-human interaction (see Table
2). In human-human interaction, since everyone does not work well with everyone else, everyone
has to adapt to the changes of others to achieve better overall collaboration performance.
Based on their earlier implementations of three adaptive user interfaces (AUIs): Split,
Moving, and Visual Popout, Gajos, et al. (2006) designed two experiments to investigate how
different design choices and interactions affect the success of adaptive GUIs. A Split Interface
copies important functions onto a toolbar in a spatially stable manner. Users could choose either
to continue using the (unmodified) original interface or to use the adaptive toolbar. A Moving
Interface moves promoted functionality from inside popup panes onto the main toolbar, causing
the remaining elements in the popup pane and the existing buttons on the toolbar to shift to make
space for the promoted button. A Visual Popout Interface highlights promoted buttons in
magenta. If a promoted button resides inside a popup menu, both the button invoking the popup
menu and the menu item are highlighted.
Gajos, et al. (2006) computed an estimate of the participants’ perceived benefits and costs
associated with three adaptive interfaces. They used the average of the responses to the
Efficiency and Performance questions as a measure of benefit. The Mental Demand, Physical
Demand, Frustration, and Confusion questions were used to compute the cost. The Split Interface
was found most beneficial and least costly despite having lower theoretical benefit than the
Moving Interface. The Visual Popout Interface was found to confer little benefit, as expected,
but participants found it very distracting and assigned it a higher cost than they had expected.
They observed that users perceive adaptations as incurring a cost. Purely mechanical
properties of an adaptive interface are not a good predictor of a user’s performance or
satisfaction. The balance between perceived cost and benefit would be a better predictor of user
acceptance.
The most important implication from these studies was the recognition that not only does
computer technology need to make such novel interfaces a reality, users as well adapt to the
interface that the computer presents them with. In the end, both operator and the computer must
understand each other’s intentions and/or motivations, provide feedback to each other as
necessary, and eventually adapt to each other.
4.4 Challenges of Intelligent Adaptive Interface Design
Intelligent user interface, in other words, intelligent adaptive interface (IAI) technology has
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been proposed by AI and knowledge-based system design community as an effective means to
overcome the problems that conventional direct manipulation interfaces cannot handle:
information overflow and real-time cognitive overload. In the past decade, a number of theories
were developed and tested (see the above two sections). However, there are still a number of
problems that prevent this technology from creating good applications. The challenges for IAI
design include the following (Hook, 2000):
• What are the universal usability principles that do not lead users’ expectations astray?
• What are the reliable and cost-efficient IAI development methods?
• How and when can intelligence substantially improve the interaction?
• How do we evaluate whether the system supports users’ real tasks? and
• How do we design authoring tools to enable easy development and maintenance of the
intelligent parts of the system (Scalability)?
In the context of multiple UAV control in a dynamic and complex environment, the
interface demands better usability principles, better ways to improve the interaction, and better
tools to support the full life cycle of a human-machine system (e.g., UAV control). In addition,
in a networked environment in which human operators interact with UAVs, the problem
becomes more complicated during combined operations where interoperability is important and
many forces use information from one UAV.
Furthermore, in terms of AIA-based operator-agent interaction and evaluation in the IAI
domain, research on agent technology has increased in prominence in the systems design field,
which includes the use of AIAs to express a system and system status via facial displays,
multimodal communication between animated computer agents, and standards and open
architectures for building agent-based multimodal interfaces. However, the key questions are:
what can and should AIAs do, how should they do it, and how, when and why should they
interact with users while doing it? An agent-based generic framework proposed in the following
section is going to address these issues from a human factors perspective.

5. Generic Intelligent Adaptive Interface Design Framework
As indicated in the previous section, there is little research focusing on operator-agent
interaction as the agent-based technology has not been adopted for designing many complex
systems. In particular, from a human factors engineering perspective, a lack of theoretical
developments and empirical validation studies makes many designs costly and ineffective. Many
existing frameworks focus on individual models (e.g., user, task, and domain model) rather than
operator-interface interaction. To address this issue for better overall human-machine system
performance, this section starts with the models an IAI should follow and the needs of an
interaction model. A framework for an IAI design and taxonomy to guide the empirical study for
optimizing operator-agent interaction is proposed, followed by adaptation and automation
considerations from an interface design perspective.
5.1 Models for IAI Design and Implementation
The reality of intelligent interface technology is “indirect management” of information
against “direct manipulation” (Benyon & Murry, 2000). Since an IAI is multi-faceted in purpose
and nature, the IAI should include capabilities for multimedia input analysis (i.e., mouse,
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keyboard, spoken language, eye and head tracking, and three-dimensional gesture), multimedia
presentation generalization (i.e., windows, menus, dialogue boxes for typed or spoken language,
graphics, and gesture), and using user, system and task models to personalize and enhance
interactions. To realize the reality of indirect information management and improve the
efficiency, effectiveness, and naturalness of human-machine interaction, it is necessary to
represent, reason, and act on models of the organization, knowledge (i.e., the user, domain, task,
system, and world), agent, communication (e.g., graphic, natural language, gesture), and design.
The models used widely in the knowledge-based systems design techniques (e.g.,
CommonKADS and EMD) and intelligent interface technology community (Edwards, 2004;
Banbury, et al. 2007) are as follows.
• Organization model: used in systematic analysis of organizational processes for
implementation of a knowledge system. They provide specifications for ontology
modeling;
• Knowledge model: abstract representation of knowledge of the context (domain, task,
user, system, inference and world);
• Domain model: provides abstract representation of the domain knowledge, relevant to the
purpose of the mission;
• Task model: expresses knowledge about tasks being pursued, hierarchy of high-level
tasks and sub-tasks;
• User model: expresses the system’s knowledge about the user’s behavior, knowledge,
abilities, needs, and preferences;
• System model: expresses the system’ s knowledge about itself and its abilities and the
means by which it can assist users;
• World model: expresses the software’s knowledge about the external world, i.e., the
objects that exist in the world, their properties and the rules that govern them;
• Agent model: incorporates knowledge relating to the participants of the system (i.e.,
computer and human agents), as well as their roles (Zhu & Zhou, 2006, 2008);
• Communication model: incorporates knowledge of the manner in which communication
takes place between the human operator and the system, and between the system agents
themselves; and
• Design model: comprises the hardware and software requirements related to the
construction of the intelligent adaptive system.
Although the above models consider most aspects of IAI design and implementation
requirements, the interaction between operator and agents has not been actively explored. Only
after Benyon and Murray (2000) defined the interaction model is the importance of interaction
between operator and agents emphasized. This represents the strategies and theory of operatoragent interaction in a particular IAI system in which AIAs are embedded.
“An interaction model is defined a set of principles, rules and properties that guide the
design of an interface. It describes how to combine interaction techniques in a meaningful and
consistent way and defines the ‘look and feel’ of the interaction from the user's perspective.
Properties of the interaction model can be used to evaluate specific interaction designs”
(Beaudouin-Lafon, 2000).
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5.2 The Role of Interaction Model
Since the above IAI models explicitly represent the domain of applications, task constraints,
and the flexibility inherent in human interaction with a complex system, the interaction models
need to reflect the work environment and its dynamic nature, as perceived by the operator given
the current system state and goals. Thus, an interaction model should represent at least three
properties of both the control and controlled systems as well as the operator: (1) what changes to
the system the operator wants to make; (2) why the changes should be made with respect to
system goals and current state, and (3) how the needed changes to the system can be made (i.e.,
the operator activities undertaken to achieve the desired state). In addition, if there are concurrent
activities, the model should represent their nature and choices available to the operator given the
current system state. To be useful to the design, an effective interaction model must be both
descriptive and prescriptive to describe what an operator actually does and to specify what an
operator should do next (decision-aid).
Since an IAI contains many AIAs to understand operators, act for operators, and explain and
specify adaptations to operators, operator-interface interaction is essentially operator-agent
interaction. With the assistances from various automation agents, operators’ tasks can be diverted
from direct manipulation to indirect information management. Operators’ focus will be on
overall operation and performance of the system, instead of the detailed functions of the system
that should be delegated to various embedded automation agents, i.e., AIAs. These AIAs in the
interface should be able to tell operators what is happening (descriptive) and what should or will
be done next (prescriptive). They should also be able to learn operators’ intentions, monitor their
cognitive workload and performance, and guard their resources and time (intelligently). They
should also be able to learn from past experiences and change how they behave in any given
situation (adaptive). In addition, these AIAs should enable themselves to communicate and
cooperate with each other and act according to the results of communications (cooperative).
Therefore, with the interaction facilitation, the interface is really an entity that gathers all the
AIAs that are not only descriptive/prescriptive, but also adaptive and cooperative, as illustrated
in Figure 2.
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Comparing the way operators interact with interface agents in a human-machine system with
the way a management team runs a corporation, it is apparent that they have a similar fashion of
interaction. As shown in Figure2, operators can be regarded as a board of directors of a
corporation with the purpose of making profits (maximize overall system performance). The
board must trust its management team (components of an interface) and delegate them to run the
business. Through the management team (a group of agents), the interface will then act as a
bridge between operators (the board) and the system (the corporation) to conduct the mission
(running the business) and represent the interest of the operators. Thus, an IAI can be regarded as
an entity or communication channel that consists of a group of assistants (AIAs) including a
chief executive office and his/her assistants. Through the communication channel (IAI), the
management team (AIAs) automatically conducts routine business and keeps the board
(operators) updated on what is happening and what the corporation (system) should or will do
the next. The team will handle any issues between itself and the system including correcting any
mistakes without any interference from the board, except for some emergencies that they have to
draw to the board’s attention. When that happens, the board must understand what the team is
doing (through interactive communications), as well as why something happened, how to be
directly involved in the business (take over the system control) and/or instruct the management
team to handle situations. In order to do so, the team should have the ability to adapt not only to
changes of business environment (system/environment changes), but also to changes of the
board’s directions/intentions. At the same time, the team should be able to communicate
effectively and work collaboratively to increase profits for the corporation (maximizing overall
human-machine system performance). Therefore, the interface (management team) has to be the
assembly of various AIAs who are descriptive/prescriptive, adaptive, and cooperative.
To carry out the above functions, it should also include a combination of algorithmic and
symbolic models for assessing and predicting an operator’s activities, awareness, intention,
resources, and performance. It should support more rapid task completion by operators with less
work (efficiency), provide the right information at the right time and tailor the content and form
of the interaction to the context of operators, tasks, dialogue (effectiveness), support spoken,
written, and gestural interactions, ideally as if interacting with a human interlocutor
(naturalness).
5.3 Optimization of Operator-Agent Interaction
As pointed out by Lajos (1995), more complex adaptation schemes for an IAI should require
and/or allow:
• Multiple levels of interaction;
• Multiple dialogues and modes (content and form) of interaction;
• Involvement of many personal shaping factors into adaptation;
• Wide choice of skill, rule and knowledge-based interaction elements; and
• Multiple modularity/hierarchical levels in the interface structure and functions.
Besides visual inputs, other communication channels between operators and interfaces
should be considered as well, such as auditory (verbal and aural) inputs. Multimodal inputs
(Maat & Pantic, 2007) are good for monitoring and communication between an operator and
interface, but the more information being provided and processed, the more stress and workload
the operator is under. The appropriate level and channel of input and interaction should depend
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on the task itself and the current state of interaction. The reliability and accuracy of those
operator/user models and algorithms are also critical for system design and interaction
optimization. In addition, the optimization should also consider trust and transparency issues.
With trust, an agent does things automatically. A dynamic adaptive interface/agent (Scallen, et
al. 1995) that has cognitive inference aiding systems should automatically provide information
without the requirement for control input by the operator. With transparency, some agents (e.g.,
some dialogue windows) effectively disappear when necessary, thus, enabling the operator to
interact directly with the objects of interest in the domain and to achieve effective interaction
with minimal cognitive effort.
To optimize operator-agent interaction in an IAI-based system, the above theoretical issues
have to be addressed in empirical investigations and thus provide solid guidelines on IAI design.
In order to evaluate the role of AIAs facilitating operator-agent interaction in an IAI-based
system, a taxonomy is proposed for guiding any experimentations, as illustrated in Figure3. The
taxonomy includes three domain variables of human-machine interfaces: level of (task)
complexity, level of (operator) temporal workload, and level of (interface)
intelligence/automation. With the context of UAV control, task complexity is decided by the
cognitive nature of a task a UAV operator has at a specific position (e.g., UAV pilot, UAV
payload operator, and Tactical Navigator) with low, medium, and high levels. Operator temporal
workload is decided by the extent of operator time stress and/or the amount of information
processing at low, medium, and high levels. Interface intelligence is decided by the agent
technology, and should cover all aspects of human perception, behavior, and cognition. The
intelligence is also directly related to automation level – fully manual, semi-automatic, and fully
autonomous. Since automation changes the level of operators’ involvement, how will AIAs’
assistances impact an operator’s perception, cognition, behavior, and goals when s/he interacts
with different tasks at different levels of automation and task complexity? The question of the
role of UAV operators playing (task complexity), the level of time stress and/or amount of
information (operator workload) or the level of automation (interface intelligence) that will affect
overall performance is really the driving force to the design guidelines of IAIs.
Level of Intelligence
(Interface Domain)

Level of Temporal Workload
(Operator Domain)
Figure 3.

Level of
Complexity
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Taxonomy of Operator-Agent Interaction in an AIA-based System.
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5.4 A Generic Framework
Considering all the aspects discussed above on the design of an IAI, a generic framework of
an AIA-based system can be proposed. As shown in Figure 4, the agent technology plays a
crucial role for operator-agent interaction in this hierarchical architecture. Basically, an IAI
structure consists of three layers that represent a hierarchy of various AIAs: senior, working, and
junior. Each layer has a number of agents working at different levels. The first layer has four
senior agents to manage the higher-level tasks for achieving higher-level goals of the overall
system (a management team running a corporation). It includes Managing, Interaction,
Modeling, and Sensing agents who play the role of managing and coordinating information flow,
communications, and feedback among the system, interface, agents, and operators.
The second layer consists of working agents (working level employees of an organization)
who work on individual aspect of major tasks for the senior agents to achieve individual goals
for tasks at different levels. There are four working agents outlined in Figure 4: Inference
(working for Modeling agent), Behavior, Perception, and Cognition (working for Interaction
agent). Behavior expresses the manual control of input devices; perception includes the aspects
of visual, verbal, aural, tactile, and force; and cognition includes workload, situational
awareness, complacency, skill degradation, fatigue, and frustration.
There should be more working agents in the IAI structure (e.g., a fuel monitoring agent
working for Sensing agent with UAV control context), but they are not all illustrated in Figure 4
as only the most relevant agents are discussed here.
For the same reason, no junior agent is explicitly outlined in Figure 4. Junior agents
(assistants to the working level employees in an organization) are the third layer of IAI hierarchy
that works on the details of individual tasks for the working agents. For example, an eye-gazing
tracking agent is a junior agent that monitors operator’s eye movements and communicates with
its working Perception Agent to deliver eye-gaze tracking information. The details of individual
junior agents are out of the scope of this paper.
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Figure 4. A Framework of Intelligent Agent Interface (the bi-directional arrows represent the
communications and feedback).

The functions of different agents in Figure 4 are:
• Senior Agents:
o
Managing Agent: managing all information flow, controlling the display, deciding
automation level for agents, coordinating with sensing, modeling, and interaction agents
based on the states (knowledge) of all agents (external and internal) and the system
itself including error monitoring and emergency control.
o
Sensing Agent: gathering information from internal and external tasks, sensors,
data link to keep managing agent and modeling agent updated on current states of
internal and external sensors and environments, etc.
o
Modeling Agent: gathering information from other three senior agents about
current states of operators, system, and environment. It also provides updated models to
various agents according to their own algorithms. Modeling Agent has a working agent
– Inference Agent that basically collects information from Sensing, Modeling,
Behavior, Perception, and Cognition Agents about the operator, tasks, domain, system,
and environment for the comparison with the knowledge in the database – Data and
Knowledge Repository.
o
Interaction agent: handles information from interactions with operator and
communicates with the managing agent to control the display, automation levels for
different agents, and the emergency system (with feedback). It includes three working
level agents: behavior, perception, and cognition.
• Working Agents:
o
Behavior Agent focuses on data inputs: keyboard and mouse or any other input
device if present. The data will provide information to the cognition agent and
communicate with the interaction agent about the cognitive state of the operator through
the process of model tracing carried out by the Inference Agent.
o
Perception Agent focuses on low arm movements, facial data processing, eyegaze tracking, and gestural information. Through the analysis of gathered data, the
operator’s attention, fatigue, frustration, and even fear or excitement can be interpreted
and transferred to the cognition agent for further analysis through the Interaction Agent.
o
Cognition Agent focuses on the analysis of operator’s workload, situation
awareness, complacency and skill degradation (performance) based on the comparison
of embedded operator’s models with the information gathered from behavior and
perception agents.
o
Inference Agent basically collects information from the Sensing Agent, Modeling
Agent, Behavior Agent, Perception Agent, and Cognition Agent about the operator,
tasks, domain, system, and environment for the comparison with the knowledge in the
database – Data and Knowledge Repository.
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It is noted that the bi-directional arrows in Figure 4 represent communication and feedback
between agents themselves, interface and operators, and interface and external systems (through
Sensing Agent).
In the IAI hierarchy, the working-level agents take major responsibilities for detailed work,
and they not only work independently themselves, but also cooperate with other AIAs under the
supervision of a senior AIA. For instance, Behavior, Perception, and Cognition agents work
independently to collect data about the operator and send them to the Interaction agent. They can
also communicate with each other through the Interaction agent for coordination purposes to
reflect current states of the operator (description). Other descriptive information is from the
Sensing agent about current system states, tasks, and goals. Based on the information described
by these two senior agents, the Modeling agent will reason and model the operator, tasks,
system, and environment through its working agent – Inference agent. The Inference agent will
then classify, compare, and evaluate all the data according to the data in the system database, i.e.,
the Data and Knowledge Repository in Figure 4. The results will be sent back to the Modeling
agent to update and predict possible changes. The Modeling agent will then relay the information
to the other three senior agents to facilitate the reasoning process for changes that need to be
made. Thus, according to the algorithms and criteria built into these agents and systems,
Managing and Interaction senior agents can decide how to make the necessary adjustments
(adaptation) when the operators’ goals or the environmental situation change (prescription). The
changes include decisions on the adaptation method, automation levels, and actions to be taken.
Therefore, the IAI structure can facilitate operator-agent interaction by perceiving,
reasoning, interpreting, and predicting the current and future states of the operator, system, and
environment. The prescriptive aiding system can also assist decision-making in function
allocation and automation levels accordingly. This provides the foundation for AIAs to take
some tasks from an operator automatically.
As shown in Figure 4, an AIA can be regarded as a standard computer subroutine with
arguments and return values. A Managing agent can be regarded as a main function of a
computer program. It has arguments (inputs) from three other senior agents: Modeling, Sensing,
and Interaction agents that should have knowledge of the system (interface) itself, task processes,
task environments, operator’s physical, emotional, and cognitive states, current automation levels
of all agents, and emergency situations. Its return (output) will be adjustments to other actions
accordingly including the new models chosen by the Modeling agent to adopt for operators,
tasks, systems, and interactions. For the Sensing agent, the inputs include all the data from
internal and external sensors and data links. The output will be the current and next states of the
system and task environments. For the Interaction agent, the inputs will be the states of
operator’s behavior, perception, and cognition, as well as verbal communication. The output will
be possible next stages of the process and recommended action the user and the interface should
take. For the Modeling agent, the inputs will be the information from Sensing and Interaction
senior agents and its Inference agent. The output will be new models of operator, tasks, system,
and environment for the three other senior agents and will be sent back to the database through
the Inference agent.
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Similarly, the inputs for behavior and perception junior agents include the output from
sensors tracking input devices, arm movements, facial data, eye-gaze, and gesture changes,
respectively. By working with embedded models, the outputs will be the levels of workload,
situation awareness, frustration, fear, excitement, etc. And these outputs will become inputs to
the Cognition Agent who will infer further to next stages of workload, situation awareness,
complacency, and skill degradation according to cognitive models as well as recommended
adjustments the operator or the agent has to make. It is noted that some of these models (e.g.,
facial expression and speech recognition models) do not work in all environments. Since they
can work only for specific users but not generic, there should be some adjustments when
applying them in the interface design process.
Figure 5 illustrates an example of an AIA (perception agent) as a standard computer routine
with standard arguments and return values. Here, the arguments (inputs) are facial data, states of
haptics, arm movement, speech recognition, eye-gaze tracking, and gesture change. Each junior
agent has its own input from the sensor, and compares new data with the previous state after
decoding based on the embedded models. It then delivers return values (output) to the Perception
agent after encoding. The Perception agent gathers all outputs (knowledge) of these junior agents
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and compares them with its own embodied models. The outputs (cognitive states) will then be
sent to the Interaction and Cognition Agents.
5.5 Adaptation Processes
With AIAs’ help, the interface should be able to gather knowledge of the operator, system
itself, environment, and the process of various tasks. The interface should also be aware of
activities, resources, and the operator’s intention (Tomlison, et al. 2007), plan, performance, and
awareness. In order to have the knowledge and thus build adaptation into the interface, the
relevant agents should interact with different aspects of the operator’s behaviors (refer to Table
II): physiological attributes (eye, ears, fingers, etc.), intellectual characteristics (capacity,
recognition, learning, reasoning, decision, trust, etc.), knowledge basis (knowing the
environment, system, operator, task, etc.) and psychological states (concentration, situational
awareness, vigilance, fatigue, patience, etc.).
From management’s perspective, the interface agents (e.g., managing agent) should have the
control to allocate appropriate tasks to the operator and automation agents. The function
allocation should also follow certain philosophies of adaptation in terms of answering W5+ (i.e.,
what, who, where, why, when, and how) questions addressed in Section 3.2. A framework for the
function allocation/adaptation can then be proposed and illustrated in Figure 6. It includes four
major processes: knowledge acquisition, attention, reasoning, and decision-making.
• Knowledge Acquisition: gathers information from the Sensing and Interaction agents
about states of the environment, tasks, system, and operators. The purpose is to tell the
system and operators what is currently happening.
• Attention: involves the work of two senior agents (Managing and Modeling) and one
working agent (Inference). They indicate what changes (adaptation) should or will happen,
and where and when they will happen. The purpose is to enable operators to be aware of
what should or will be happening in the next stage of the system.
• Reasoning: involves all four senior agents (Managing, Sensing, Interaction, and
Modeling) and four working agents (Behavior, Perception, Cognition, and Inference)
because the interface needs to gather operators’ or system’s information to understand and
interpret why all changes are necessary. They provide information on operators’ and
system’s states and models of the operator, task, environment, and system. The information
is obtained through monitoring the states of operators, sensors, tasks, environment, and
system. The Inference agent compares current states of these variables with existing models
in the database, judges whether changes are necessary, and suggests what models should be
used for adaptation through the Modeling agent with predicted outputs.
• Decision-Making: involves both Interaction and Managing senior agents to evaluate
proposed methods of changes from the reasoning process by applying two criteria. The
primary criterion looks at human performance consequences: mental workload, situation
awareness, complacency, and skill degradation. The secondary criterion includes the
automation reliability and costs of consequences (Parasuraman, et al. 2000). Once confirmed
with the criteria, the Decision-Making process will choose a method of adaptation and
identify automation levels for various agents. The level of automation will be discussed in
detail in the next section.
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The primary goal of facilitating these processes is to optimize operator-agent interaction
through adaptation by providing the operator’s and system’s states including: activities,
awareness, intentions, resources, performance, and time.
Knowledge Acquisition

What is happening?
(Sensing and Interaction agents)

Attention

What adaptation (who), where and when is going to occur?
(Managing agent)

Reasoning

Why is the change (adaptation) necessary?
(Perception, Cognition, Bahevior,
Modelling, Interfacing, Interaction, and
Managing agent)

Decision Making

How are the changes going to happen?
(Interaction and Managing agents)

Figure 6. Adaptation and Automation Framework.

6. Conclusions
Network Enabled Operation (NEO) is a fundamental paradigm shift from platform-centric
operations (PCO). NEO is defined as an information superiority-enabled concept of operations
that generates increased combat power by networking sensors, decision-makers, and operators.
This entails shared situation awareness, increased speed of command, higher tempo of
operations, increased survivability, and a degree of self-synchronization. In essence, NEO
translates information superiority into operational power by effectively linking knowledgeable
entities in the battle space. Consequently, as the number of entities, or systems, in the battle
space increases, the resulting NEO system-of-systems will likely exhibit more complex emergent
behaviour which needs to be properly addressed as we move from PCO to NEO.
Software agent technology and the definition of agent are examined. Adaptive intelligent
agent (AIA) and intelligent adaptive interface (IAI) are then properly defined in the context of
human-machine interaction to avoid any confusion. The differences between human-human
interaction, human-machine interaction, and operator-agent interaction are also reviewed to
understand the nature of human-computer interaction as operator-agent interaction for the
purpose of maximizing the overall human-machine system performance.
To address the challenges, a framework of intelligent adaptive interface was proposed to
optimize operator-agent interaction based on the philosophy of proactive use of automation and
user-oriented design principles. The active use of AIAs is to take on some responsibilities from
users who still have appropriate amount of control tasks to maintain situational awareness. Thus,
both users and the IAI can work actively and collaboratively as partners to achieve maximum
overall performance. The objective for designing such a system is to provide users with a
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descriptive and prescriptive decision-aid by revealing what the system or users are actually
doing and specifying what the users or the system should do next.
One concept being pursued by the Canadian Forces is to introduce Uninhabited Air Vehicles
(UAVs) as a new Integrated Intelligence, Surveillance, and Reconnaissance (IISR) platform.
Their control involves a variety of workload intensive activities that potentially impose severe
constraints and excessive workload on operators. To address this issue, suitable supporting
technologies combining operators and automation need to be investigated to satisfy mission
requirements (real-time, workload, manning reduction, etc.). IAIs for decision support are
sufficiently mature technologies that increase human information processing capabilities in all of
the most critical applications from piloting displays and sensor operators to those involved in
IISR activities. However, the design of IAIs is extremely challenging as there are no established
design guidelines for this type of advanced interfaces. This document looked at currently
available theories and the requirements for designing an IAI, and proposed a generic framework
for guiding the interface design and further verification of its effectiveness.
First, software agent technology and the definition of agent were examined. AIA and IAI are
then defined in the context of human-machine interaction to avoid any confusion. The
differences between human-human, human-machine, and operator-agent interactions are also
reviewed to understand the nature of human-machine interaction as operator-agent interaction for
the purpose to maximize overall human-machine system performance.
Through the review of agent-based interface design approaches and two empirical
investigations on IAI technology, CommonKADS and EMD are recommended as the baseline
interface design frameworks along with IDEF and PCT for analyzing the models of the
organization, system, domain, tasks, goals, and various structures of AIAs for the purpose of
implementing an IAI. CTA and EID approaches can also be used for the specifications of the
interface at the cognitive control levels for a safe and reliable system. The challenges of IAI
design are also recognized from different aspects: usability principles, development methods,
design practice, and scalability.
To address the challenges, a multiple-agent system framework is proposed to optimize
operator-agent interaction based on the philosophy of the proactive use of automation and usercentered design principles. The active use of AIAs is to take some responsibilities from users
who are still in the control to maintain situation awareness. Thus both users and IAI can work
actively and collaboratively as partners to achieve maximum overall performance. The objective
for designing such a system is to provide users a descriptive and prescriptive decision aid by
telling what the system or users are actually doing and specifying what users or the system
should do next.
To achieve the goal of helping users increase situation awareness and making right
decisions, the proposed hierarchal framework has three levels of AIAs: senior, working, and
junior agents that monitor user needs and system status. The four senior agents oversee the
internal and external system and environment, manage the information flow and operation
routines, and communicate with internal and external sensors, operators, and other embedded
automation agents. The working agents gather information from both the senior and junior level
agents, then reason and model the states of operators, tasks, system, and environment in order to
provide feedback and decision-aids to the senior level agents when necessary. The junior level
agents act on the direct inputs from the operator, system, and environment to provide information
to the working level agents for further analysis and decision-aids.
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To facilitate the optimization of operator-agent interaction, the communication between the
two has to be as natural as possible, i.e., resembling human-human interaction. To keep an
effective and efficient partnership when AIAs actively take some tasks, an operator should not be
a passive observer but an active controller being involved in the adaptation processes of
knowledge acquisition, attention, reasoning, and decision-making.
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